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Instrument Development in the Aﬀective Domain
School and Corporate Applications
Springer Science & Business Media Whether the concept being studied is job satisfaction, self-eﬃcacy, or student
motivation, values and attitudes--aﬀective characteristics--provide crucial keys to how individuals think, learn, and
behave. And not surprisingly, as measurement of these traits gains importance in the academic and corporate worlds,
there is an ongoing need for valid, scientiﬁcally sound instruments. For those involved in creating self-report
measures, the completely updated Third Edition of Instrument Development in the Aﬀective Domain balances the art
and science of instrument development and evaluation, covering both its conceptual and technical aspects. The book is
written to be accessible with the minimum of statistical background, and reviews aﬀective constructs from a
measurement standpoint. Examples are drawn from academic and business settings for insights into design as well as
the relevance of aﬀective measures to educational and corporate testing. This systematic analysis of all phases of the
design process includes: Measurement, scaling, and item-writing techniques. Validity issues: collecting evidence based
on instrument content. Testing the internal structure of an instrument: exploratory and conﬁrmatory factor analyses.
Measurement invariance and other advanced methods for examining internal structure. Strengthening the validity
argument: relationships to external variables. Addressing reliability issues. As a graduate course between covers and
an invaluable professional tool, the Third Edition of Instrument Design in the Aﬀective Domain will be hailed as a
bedrock resource by researchers and students in psychology, education, and the social sciences, as well as human
resource professionals in the corporate world.

Computer-Based Learning Environments and Problem
Solving
Springer Science & Business Media Most would agree that the acquisition of problem-solving ability is a primary goal of
education. The emergence of the new information technologiesin the last ten years has raised high expectations with
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respect to the possibilities of the computer as an instructional tool for enhancing students' problem-solving skills. This
volume is the ﬁrst to assemble, review, and discuss the theoretical, methodological, and developmental knowledge
relating to this topical issue in a multidisciplinary confrontation of highly recommended experts in cognitive science,
computer science, educational technology, and instructional psychology. Contributors describe the most recent results
and the most advanced methodological approaches relating to the application of the computer for encouraging
knowledge construction, stimulating higher-order thinking and problem solving, and creating powerfullearning
environments for pursuing those objectives. The computer applications relate to a variety of content domains and age
levels.

Teaching for Student Learning
Becoming an Accomplished Teacher
Routledge Teaching for Student Learning: Becoming an Accomplished Teacher shows teachers how to move from novice
to expert status by integrating both research and the wisdom of practice into their teaching. It emphasizes how
accomplished teachers gradually acquire and apply a broad repertoire of evidence-based teaching practices in the
support of student learning. The book’s content stems from three major ﬁelds of study: 1) theories and research on
how people learn, including new insights from the cognitive and neurosciences; 2) research on classroom practices
shown to have the greatest eﬀect on student learning; and 3) research on eﬀective schooling, deﬁned as school-level
factors that enhance student achievement and success. Although the book’s major focus is on teaching, it devotes
considerable space to describing how students learn and how the most eﬀective and widely-used models of teaching
connect to principles of student learning. Speciﬁcally, it describes how research on teaching, cognition, and
neuroscience converge to provide an evidence-based "science of learning" which teachers can use to advance their
practice. Key features include the following: Evidence-Based Practice – This theme is developed through: 1) an ongoing
review and synthesis of research on teaching and learning and the resulting guidelines for practice and 2) boxed
research summaries within the chapters. Instructional Repertoire Theme – Throughout the book teaching is viewed as
an extremely complex activity that requires a repertoire of instructional strategies that, once mastered, can be drawn
upon to ﬁt speciﬁc classrooms and teaching situations. Standards-based School Environments – Education today is
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dominated by standards-based school environments. Unlike competing books, this one describes these environments
and shows how they impact curriculum design and learning activities. The objective is to show how teachers can make
standards-based education work for them. Pedagogical Features – In addition to an end-of-book glossary, each chapter
contains research boxes, reﬂection boxes, itemized end-of-chapter summaries, and end-of-chapter learning activities.
Website – An accompanying website contains a variety of ﬁeld-oriented and site-based activities that teachers can do
alone or with colleagues.

Method in Teaching Writing
Teaching Strategies: A Guide to Eﬀective Instruction
Cengage Learning TEACHING STRATEGIES: A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION, now in its tenth edition, is known for its
practical, applied help with commonly used classroom teaching strategies and tactics. Ideal for anyone studying
education or involved in a site-based teacher education program, the book focuses on topics such as lesson planning,
questioning, and small-group and cooperative-learning strategies. The new edition maintains the book's solid
coverage, while incorporating new and expanded material on InTASC standards, a new chapter on teaching in the
inclusive classroom, and an up-to-date discussion of assessment as it relates to inclusion. The text continues to be
supported by a rich media package anchored by TeachSource Video Cases, which bring text content to life in actual
classroom situations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.

Making Connections in Elementary and Middle School
Social Studies
SAGE Making Connections in Elementary and Middle School Social Studies, Second Edition is the best text for teaching
primary school teachers how to integrate social studies into other content areas. This book is a comprehensive, readerfriendly text that demonstrates how personal connections can be incorporated into social studies education while
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meeting the National Council for the Social Studies′ thematic, pedagogical, and disciplinary standards. Praised for its
"wealth of strategies that go beyond social studies teaching," including classroom strategies, pedagogical techniques,
activities and lesson plan ideas, this book examines a variety of methods both novice and experienced teachers alike
can use to integrate social studies into other content areas.

Cyberscience
Research in the Age of the Internet
Austrian Academy of Sciences Annotation "This wide-ranging book describes and analyses the use of information and
communication technologies (ICT) in the age of the Internet. It assesses the impact of ICT on various aspects of
academic activities and on the substance of research and research policies within academic organizations. Contents
include: Method & Theory. Technological Perspectives & Status Quo-Cyberscience: the new tools, the new working
environment, cyber-science, cyber-humanities, cyber-social sciences. Impact Assessment-cyberscience and: spatial
dimension, roles in academia, knowledge representation, publishing, quality control & crediting academic output, law,
and the substance of research. Cyberscience and politics."

Technology-Assisted Guided Discovery to Support
Learning
Investigating the Role of Parameters in Quadratic
Functions
Springer Nature Technology is becoming more and more integrated in mathematics teaching and the use of technology is
explicitly demanded by the curricula. Technology can be for example integrated while conceptualizing parameters of
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quadratic functions. In this thesis three technical visualizations (classic function plotter, drag mode, and sliders) for
the manipulation of parameters of quadratic functions shall be compared with an access without the possibility of
technical visualization. For this purpose, a Guided Discovery environment was developed, which was conducted in an
intervention study with 14 classes of grade 9 (N=383). Diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses of the individual
visualizations in favor of the dynamic visualizations by drag mode and slider are shown. Also, diﬀerent potentials and
constraints of the use of technology are visible, for example the students use the technology to test their own
hypotheses that were generated through the use of technology. The author Lisa Göbel completed her dissertation as a
research assistant under Prof. Dr. Bärbel Barzel in the Mathematics Education department at the University of
Duisburg-Essen. Her interests include functional thinking and the use of technology in mathematics teaching.

A Comparison of Command Versus Guided Discovery
Teaching Styles on Learning Basic Volleyball Skills and
on the Learners' Perceptions of Teacher Eﬀectiveness
Educational Research and Innovation The Nature of
Problem Solving Using Research to Inspire 21st Century
Learning
Using Research to Inspire 21st Century Learning
OECD Publishing Solving non-routine problems is a key competence in a world full of changes, uncertainty and surprise
where we strive to achieve so many ambitious goals. But the world is also full of solutions because of the extraordinary
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competences of humans who search for and ﬁnd them.

A Conception of Teaching
Springer Science & Business Media The literature of the behavioural and social sciences is full of theory and research on
learning and memory. Teaching is comparatively a stepchild, neglected by those who have built a formidable body of
theories of learning and memory. However, teaching is where learning and memory theory should pay oﬀ. "A
Conception of Teaching" dedicates a chapter to each of the following important components: the need for a theory; the
possibility of a theory; the evolution of a paradigm for the study of teaching; a conception of the process of teaching; a
conception of the content of teaching; a conception of students’ cognitive capabilities and motivations; a conception of
classroom management; and the integration of these conceptions. Written in a highly accessible style, while
maintaining a base in research, Dr. Nathaniel L. Gage presents "A Conception of Teaching" with clarity and well
situated within current educational debates.

Classroom Lessons
Integrating Cognitive Theory and Classroom Practice
MIT Press A timely complement to John Bruer's Schools for Thought, Classroom Lessons documents eight projects that
apply cognitive research to improve classroom practice. The chapter authors are all principal investigators in an
inﬂuential research initiative on cognitive science and education. Classroom Lessons describes their collaborations
with classroom teachers aimed at improving teaching and learning for students in grades K-12. The eight projects
cover writing, mathematics, history, social science, and physics. Together they illustrate that principles emerging from
cognitive science form the basis of a science of instruction that can be applied across the curriculum. The book is
divided into three sections: applications of cognitive research to teaching speciﬁc content areas; applications for
learning across the curriculum; and applications that challenge traditional concepts of classroom-based learning
environments. Chapters consider explicit models of knowledge with corresponding instruction designed to enable
learners to build on that knowledge, acquisition of speciﬁed knowledge, and what knowledge is useful in contemporary
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curricula. Contributors Kate McGilly. Sharon A. Griﬃn, Robbie Case, and Robert S. Siegler. Earl Hunt and Jim Minstrell.
Kathryn T. Spoehr. Howard Gardner, Mara Krechevsky, Robert J. Sternberg, and Lynn Okagaki. Irene W. Gaskins. The
Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt. Marlene Scardamalia, Carl Bereiter, and Mary Lamon. Ann L. Brown and
Joseph C. Campione. John T. Bruer. A Bradford Book

Advances in Cognitive Load Theory
Rethinking Teaching
Routledge Cognitive load theory uses our knowledge of how people learn, think and solve problems to design
instruction. In turn, instructional design is the central activity of classroom teachers, of curriculum designers, and of
publishers of textbooks and educational materials, including digital information. Characteristically, the theory is used
to generate hypotheses that are tested using randomized controlled trials. Cognitive load theory rests on a base of
hundreds of randomized controlled trials testing many thousands of primary and secondary school children as well as
adults. That research has been conducted by many research groups from around the world and has resulted in a wide
range of novel instructional procedures that have been tested for eﬀectiveness. Advances in Cognitive Load Theory, in
describing current research, continues in this tradition. Exploring a wide range of instructional issues dealt with by the
theory, it covers all general curriculum areas critical to educational and training institutions and outlines recent
extensions to other psycho-educational constructs including motivation and engagement. With contributions from the
leading ﬁgures from around the world, this book provides a one-stop-shop for the latest in cognitive load theory
research and guidelines for how the ﬁndings can be applied in practice.

Mathematical Literacy
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Developing Identities of Inclusion
Routledge Why do so many learners, even those who are successful, feel that they are outsiders in the world of
mathematics? Taking the central importance of language in the development of mathematical understanding as its
starting point, Mathematical Literacy explores students’ experiences of doing mathematics from primary school to
university - what they think mathematics is, how it is presented to them, and what they feel about it. Building on a
range of theory which focuses on community, knowledge, and identity, the author examines two particular issues: the
relationship between language, learning, and mathematical knowledge, and the relationship between identity, equity,
and processes of exclusion/inclusion. In this comprehensive and accessible book, the author extends our
understanding of the process of gaining mathematical ﬂuency, and provides tools for an exploration of mathematics
learning across diﬀerent groups in diﬀerent social contexts. Mathematical Literacy’s analysis of how learners develop
particular relationships with the subject, and what we might do to promote equity through the development of positive
relationships, is of interest across all sectors of education—to researchers, teacher educators, and university
educators.

21st Century Skills
Learning for Life in Our Times
John Wiley & Sons The new building blocks for learning in a complex world This important resource introduces a
framework for 21st Century learning that maps out the skills needed to survive and thrive in a complex and connected
world. 21st Century content includes the basic core subjects of reading, writing, and arithmetic-but also emphasizes
global awareness, ﬁnancial/economic literacy, and health issues. The skills fall into three categories: learning and
innovations skills; digital literacy skills; and life and career skills. This book is ﬁlled with vignettes, international
examples, and classroom samples that help illustrate the framework and provide an exciting view of twenty-ﬁrst
century teaching and learning. Explores the three main categories of 21st Century Skills: learning and innovations
skills; digital literacy skills; and life and career skills Addresses timely issues such as the rapid advance of technology
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and increased economic competition Based on a framework developed by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21)
The book contains a DVD with video clips of classroom teaching. For more information on the book visit
www.21stcenturyskillsbook.com.

Designs for Learning Environments of the Future
International Perspectives from the Learning Sciences
Springer Science & Business Media Few things are as certain as societal changes—and the pressing need for educators to
prepare students with the knowledge and ways of thinking necessary for the challenges in a changing world. In the
forward-thinking pages of Designs for Learning Environments of the Future, international teams of researchers present
emerging developments and ﬁndings in learning sciences and technologies at the infrastructure, curricular, and
classroom levels. Focusing on ideas about designing innovative environments for learning in areas such as biology,
engineering, genetics, mathematics, and computer science, the book surveys a range of learning technologies being
explored around the world—a spectrum as diverse as digital media, computer modeling, and 3D virtual worlds—and
addresses challenges arising from their design and use. The editors’ holistic perspective frames these innovations as
not only discrete technologies but as ﬂexible learning environments that foster student engagement, participation,
and collaboration. Contributors describe possibilities for teaching and learning in these and other cutting-edge areas:
Working with hypermodels and model-based reasoning Using visual representations in teaching abstract concepts
Designing strategies for learning in virtual worlds Supporting net-based collaborative teams Integrating innovative
learning technologies into schools Developing personal learning communities Designs for Learning Environments of the
Future will enhance the work of a wide range of professionals, including researchers and graduate students in the
learning and cognitive sciences, and educators in the physical and social sciences.

Instructional Development for Training Teachers of
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Exceptional Children
A Sourcebook
What Teachers Need to Know about Teaching Methods
Aust Council for Ed Research The What Teachers Need to Know About series aims to refresh and expand basic teaching
knowledge and classroom experience. Books in the series provide essential information about a range of subjects
necessary for todays teachers to do their jobs eﬀectively. These books are short, easy-to-use guides to the
fundamentals of a subject with clear reference to other, more comprehensive, sources of information. Other titles in
the series include Numeracy, Spelling, Learning Diﬃculties, Reading and Writing Diﬃculties, Personal Wellbeing,
Marketing, and Music in Schools

How Learning Works
Seven Research-Based Principles for Smart Teaching
John Wiley & Sons Praise for How Learning Works "How Learning Works is the perfect title for this excellent book.
Drawing upon new research in psychology, education, and cognitive science, the authors have demystiﬁed a complex
topic into clear explanations of seven powerful learning principles. Full of great ideas and practical suggestions, all
based on solid research evidence, this book is essential reading for instructors at all levels who wish to improve their
students' learning." —Barbara Gross Davis, assistant vice chancellor for educational development, University of
California, Berkeley, and author, Tools for Teaching "This book is a must-read for every instructor, new or experienced.
Although I have been teaching for almost thirty years, as I read this book I found myself resonating with many of its
ideas, and I discovered new ways of thinking about teaching." —Eugenia T. Paulus, professor of chemistry, North
Hennepin Community College, and 2008 U.S. Community Colleges Professor of the Year from The Carnegie Foundation
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for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education "Thank you Carnegie
Mellon for making accessible what has previously been inaccessible to those of us who are not learning scientists. Your
focus on the essence of learning combined with concrete examples of the daily challenges of teaching and clear
tactical strategies for faculty to consider is a welcome work. I will recommend this book to all my colleagues."
—Catherine M. Casserly, senior partner, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching "As you read about
each of the seven basic learning principles in this book, you will ﬁnd advice that is grounded in learning theory, based
on research evidence, relevant to college teaching, and easy to understand. The authors have extensive knowledge
and experience in applying the science of learning to college teaching, and they graciously share it with you in this
organized and readable book." —From the Foreword by Richard E. Mayer, professor of psychology, University of
California, Santa Barbara; coauthor, e-Learning and the Science of Instruction; and author, Multimedia Learning

Teaching Mathematical Reasoning in Secondary School
Classrooms
Springer Science & Business Media For too many students, mathematics consists of facts in a vacuum, to be memorized
because the instructor says so, and to be forgotten when the course of study is completed. In this all-too-common
scenario, young learners often miss the chance to develop skills—speciﬁcally, reasoning skills—that can serve them for
a lifetime. The elegant pages of Teaching Mathematical Reasoning in Secondary School Classrooms propose a more
positive solution by presenting a reasoning- and discussion-based approach to teaching mathematics, emphasizing the
connections between ideas, or why math works. The teachers whose work forms the basis of the book create a
powerful record of methods, interactions, and decisions (including dealing with challenges and impasses) involving this
elusive topic. And because this approach shifts the locus of authority from the instructor to mathematics itself,
students gain a system of knowledge that they can apply not only to discrete tasks relating to numbers, but also to the
larger world of people and the humanities. A sampling of the topics covered: Whole-class discussion methods for
teaching mathematics reasoning. Learning mathematical reasoning through tasks. Teaching mathematics using the
ﬁve strands. Classroom strategies for promoting mathematical reasoning. Maximizing student contributions in the
classroom. Overcoming student resistance to mathematical conversations. Teaching Mathematical Reasoning in
Secondary School Classrooms makes a wealth of cutting-edge strategies available to mathematics teachers and
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teacher educators. This book is an invaluable resource for researchers in mathematics and curriculum reform and of
great interest to teacher educators and teachers.

ICONECT 2019
Proceeding of the 2nd International Conference
Education Culture and Technology, ICONECT 2019,
20-21 August 2019, Kudus, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The complex problems of education and technological development and information
demands, then takes its main innovations in learning. The purpose of this Education is Innovation in order to improve
the quality, eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency, relevance and productivity, making the learning process more meaningful and fun
for children. Innovation can be performed in all subjects, learning methods, media and evaluation. Innovation-based
learning local culture values will yield the superior character that will beneﬁt children in the face of a globalized world.
So is innovation technology-based learning, make learning be fun so that children become active and creative ideas,
thoughts, research related to the innovation of education can be presented in International Conference Education,
Culture and technology is preferred. The theme of this Conference: Innovation of Education to Improve Character Value
for Childern.

Perspectives on Constructivism
New Perspectives on Grammar Teaching in Second
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Language Classrooms
Routledge New Perspectives on Grammar Teaching in Second Language Classrooms brings together various approaches
to the contextualized teaching of grammar and communicative skills as integrated components of second language
instruction. Its purpose is to show from both theoretical and practical perspectives that grammar teaching can be
made productive and useful in ESL and EFL classrooms. In this text: *First-rate scholars approach the teaching of
grammar from multiple complementary perspectives, providing an original, comprehensive treatment of the topic.
*Discourse analysis and research data are used to address such pedagogical areas as grammatical and lexical
development in speaking, listening, reading, and writing. *The communicative perspective on ESL and EFL instruction
that is presented provides ways for learners to enhance their production skills, whereas the meaning-based grammar
instruction can supplement and strengthen current methodology with a communicative focus. This volume is intended
as a foundational text for second language grammar pedagogy courses at the advanced undergraduate and master's
levels.

Improving Assessment and Evaluation Strategies on
Online Learning
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Learning Innovation (ICLI 2021), Malang, Indonesia, 29
July 2021
Taylor & Francis ICLI is an annual International Conference on Learning Innovation (ICLI) hosted byUniversitas Negeri
Malang, Indonesia in collaboration with the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) and Indonesian Consortium for Learning
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Innovation Research (ICLIR) as well as Univerisiti Teknologi MARA Cawangan Perlis, Malaysia serving as co-organizer
this year. The conference aims to gather researchers, practitioners, students, experts, consultants, teachers and
lecturers to share their insights and experiences on research not only in constructing innovations in learning but also
the knowledge of learner’s capability. The learners who are characterized as creative and competent by having the
ability to understand what they have learned and capable of taking initiative and thinking critically. In addition, ICLI is
organized on the basis of the trend in the 21st century, categorized by the increasing complexity of technology and the
emergence of a corporate restructuring movement. This book is the proceeding of ICLI 2021, containing a selection of
articles presented at this conference as the output of the activity. Various topics around education are covered in this
book and some literature studies around speciﬁc topics on learning and education are covered as well. This proceeding
book will be beneﬁcial to students, scholars, and practitioners who have a deep concern in education. It is also
futuristic with a lot of practical insights for students, faculty, and practitioners, and also a description of the
Indonesian educational system in today’s era.

Eﬀective Learning in Classrooms
SAGE `The book is at once accessible, evidence-based, practical and eminently readable...Readers will ﬁnd in this book
a treasury of learners' voices guiding us towards the goal of more eﬀective learning in classrooms' - International
Network for School Improvement `This book promotes an ambitious and inspiring conception of meaningful pedagogy
and works to applaud those teachers who are determined to reﬂect upon, enquire into, and then facilitate ''eﬀective
learning''. A coherent and structured case is made for the primacy of ''learning'' over ''work'' - Learning & Teaching
Update This book addresses an important, and too seldom addressed issue: learning. Not teaching, not performance,
not "work": this book really is about learning, what makes learning eﬀective and how it may be promoted in
classrooms. The authors take the context of the classroom seriously, not only because of its eﬀects on teachers and
pupils, but because classrooms are notorious as contexts which change little. Rather than providing yet more tips, they
oﬀer real thinking and evidence based on what we know about how classrooms change. Four major dimensions of
promoting eﬀective learning in classrooms are examined in depth: Active Learning; Collaborative Learning; Learnerdriven Learning and Learning about Learning. Evidence from practising teachers in the form of case studies and
examples, and evidence from international research in the form of useful ideas and frameworks is included.
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Handbook of Educational Psychology
Routledge Sponsored by Division 15 of APA, the second edition of this groundbreaking book has been expanded to 41
chapters that provide unparalleled coverage of this far-ranging ﬁeld. Internationally recognized scholars contribute upto-date reviews and critical syntheses of the following areas: foundations and the future of educational psychology,
learners’ development, individual diﬀerences, cognition, motivation, content area teaching, socio-cultural perspectives
on teaching and learning, teachers and teaching, instructional design, teacher assessment, and modern perspectives
on research methodologies, data, and data analysis. New chapters cover topics such as adult development, selfregulation, changes in knowledge and beliefs, and writing. Expanded treatment has been given to cognition,
motivation, and new methodologies for gathering and analyzing data. The Handbook of Educational Psychology,
Second Edition provides an indispensable reference volume for scholars, teacher educators, in-service practitioners,
policy makers and the academic libraries serving these audiences. It is also appropriate for graduate level courses
devoted to the study of educational psychology.

ACEIVE 2019
Proceedings of the the 3rd Annual Conference of
Engineering and Implementation on Vocational
Education, ACEIVE 2019, 16 November 2019, Universitas
Negeri Medan, North Sumatra, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation As an annual event, 3rd Annual Conference of Engineering and Implementation on
Vocational Education (ACEIVE) 2019 continued the agenda to bring together researcher, academics, experts and
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professionals in examining selected theme by applying multidisciplinary approaches. In 2019, this event will be hed in
16 November at La Polonia Hotel and Convention. The conference from any kind of stakeholders related with
Education, Information Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Each contributed paper was refereed before being
accepted for publication. The double-blind peer reviewed was used in the paper selection

The Spectrum of Teaching Styles
From Command to Discovery
Addison-Wesley Longman Limited

Mathematics Education in Singapore
Springer This book provides a one-stop resource for mathematics educators, policy makers and all who are interested in
learning more about the why, what and how of mathematics education in Singapore. The content is organized
according to three signiﬁcant and closely interrelated components: the Singapore mathematics curriculum,
mathematics teacher education and professional development, and learners in Singapore mathematics classrooms.
Written by leading researchers with an intimate understanding of Singapore mathematics education, this up-to-date
book reports the latest trends in Singapore mathematics classrooms, including mathematical modelling and problem
solving in the real-world context.

Measuring Professional Competence for the Teaching of
Mathematical Modelling
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A Test Instrument
Springer Nature This open access book presents a structural model and an associated test instrument designed to
provide a detailed analysis of professional competences for teaching mathematical modelling. The conceptualisation is
based on the COACTIV model, which describes aspects, areas and facets of professional competences of teachers. The
manual provides an overview of the essential teaching skills in application-related contexts and oﬀers the tools needed
to capture these aspects. It discusses the objectives and application areas of the instrument, as well as the
development of the test. In addition, it describes the implementation and evaluates the quality and results of the
structural equation analysis of the model. Teaching mathematical modelling is a cognitively challenging activity for
(prospective) teachers. Thus, teacher education requires a detailed analysis of professional competence for teaching
mathematical modelling. Measuring this competence requires theoretical models that accurately describe
requirements placed upon teachers, as well as appropriate evaluation tools that adequately capture skills and abilities
in this ﬁeld. This book presents an instrument that measures the professional competences in a sample of 349
prospective teachers.

e-Learning and the Science of Instruction
Proven Guidelines for Consumers and Designers of
Multimedia Learning
John Wiley & Sons The essential e-learning design manual, updated with the latest research, design principles, and
examples e-Learning and the Science of Instruction is the ultimate handbook for evidence-based e-learning design.
Since the ﬁrst edition of this book, e-learning has grown to account for at least 40% of all training delivery media.
However, digital courses often fail to reach their potential for learning eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency. This guide provides
research-based guidelines on how best to present content with text, graphics, and audio as well as the conditions
under which those guidelines are most eﬀective. This updated fourth edition describes the guidelines, psychology, and
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applications for ways to improve learning through personalization techniques, coherence, animations, and a new
chapter on evidence-based game design. The chapter on the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning introduces three
forms of cognitive load which are revisited throughout each chapter as the psychological basis for chapter principles. A
new chapter on engagement in learning lays the groundwork for in-depth reviews of how to leverage worked
examples, practice, online collaboration, and learner control to optimize learning. The updated instructor's materials
include a syllabus, assignments, storyboard projects, and test items that you can adapt to your own course schedule
and students. Co-authored by the most productive instructional research scientist in the world, Dr. Richard E. Mayer,
this book distills copious e-learning research into a practical manual for improving learning through optimal design and
delivery. Get up to date on the latest e-learning research Adopt best practices for communicating information
eﬀectively Use evidence-based techniques to engage your learners Replace popular instructional ideas, such as
learning styles with evidence-based guidelines Apply evidence-based design techniques to optimize learning games eLearning continues to grow as an alternative or adjunct to the classroom, and correspondingly, has become a focus
among researchers in learning-related ﬁelds. New ﬁndings from research laboratories can inform the design and
development of e-learning. However, much of this research published in technical journals is inaccessible to those who
actually design e-learning material. By collecting the latest evidence into a single volume and translating the
theoretical into the practical, e-Learning and the Science of Instruction has become an essential resource for
consumers and designers of multimedia learning.

Science Education in Theory and Practice
An Introductory Guide to Learning Theory
Springer Nature This book provides a collection of applicable learning theories and their applications to science teaching.
It presents a synthesis of historical theories while also providing practical implications for improvement of pedagogical
practices aimed at advancing the ﬁeld into the future. The theoretical viewpoints included in this volume span
cognitive and social human development, address theories of learning, and describe approaches to teaching and
curriculum development. The book presents and discusses humanistic, behaviourist, cognitivist, and constructivist
theories. In addition, it looks at other theories, such as multiple intelligences theory, systems thinking,
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gender/sexuality theory and indigenous knowledge systems. Each chapter follows a reader-motivated approach
anchored on a narrative genre. The book serves as a guide for those aiming to create optional learning experiences to
prepare the next generation STEM workforce. Chapter “The Bildung Theory—From von Humboldt to Klafki and Beyond”
is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com

Essential Learning Theories
Applications to Authentic Teaching Situations
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Research-based theories provide the basis for good decision-making in education. As well,
teacher eﬀectiveness and student learning are enhanced when research-based theories are used to design curriculum
and daily lessons. This book examines human learning in the context of four types of research-based learning theories:
neurological learning theories, behavioral learning theories, cognitive learning theories, and transformative learning
theories. With each theory, the basic elements are described along with speciﬁc classroom applications. The writing
style makes these concepts readily accessible to readers of all levels of experience and expertise. This book is
appropriate for preservice teachers who are seeking to comprehend the basic ideas behind these theories. It is
appropriate for practicing teachers who want to understand and apply these theories at increasingly higher levels. It is
also appropriate for decision-makers or anybody else who wants to understand human learning and educational
processes. This book ends with a description of lesson planning that is set in the various theoretical contexts and
includes a guide for deﬁning an educational philosophy.

Testing for Language Teachers
Cambridge University Press This 2nd edition includes a new chapter on testing young learners and features expanded
chapters on common test techniques and testing overall ability. There is also an additional appendix on item banking
and a revised appendix on statistical analysis of test data.
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The Cambridge Handbook of Multimedia Learning
Cambridge University Press The updated second edition of the only handbook to oﬀer a comprehensive analysis of
research and theory in the ﬁeld of multimedia learning, or learning from words and images. It examines researchbased principles to determine the most eﬀective methods of multimedia instruction and uses cognitive theory to
explain how these methods work.

Experiential Learning
Experience as the Source of Learning and Development
FT Press Experiential learning is a powerful and proven approach to teaching and learning that is based on one
incontrovertible reality: people learn best through experience. Now, in this extensively updated book, David A. Kolb
oﬀers a systematic and up-to-date statement of the theory of experiential learning and its modern applications to
education, work, and adult development. Experiential Learning, Second Edition builds on the intellectual origins of
experiential learning as deﬁned by ﬁgures such as John Dewey, Kurt Lewin, Jean Piaget, and L.S. Vygotsky, while also
reﬂecting three full decades of research and practice since the classic ﬁrst edition. Kolb models the underlying
structures of the learning process based on the latest insights in psychology, philosophy, and physiology. Building on
his comprehensive structural model, he oﬀers an exceptionally useful typology of individual learning styles and
corresponding structures of knowledge in diﬀerent academic disciplines and careers. Kolb also applies experiential
learning to higher education and lifelong learning, especially with regard to adult education. This edition reviews
recent applications and uses of experiential learning, updates Kolb's framework to address the current organizational
and educational landscape, and features current examples of experiential learning both in the ﬁeld and in the
classroom. It will be an indispensable resource for everyone who wants to promote more eﬀective learning: in higher
education, training, organizational development, lifelong learning environments, and online.
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Educational Values and Cognitive Instruction
Implications for Reform
Routledge This volume is a comprehensive guide to state-of-the-art research on thinking, cognitive instruction, social
values, and reform. Cognitive instruction for at-risk students is discussed in great detail along with a thorough
examination of the teaching of thinking skills from the viewpoint of educational values and school culture. The issues
of thinking, learning, and cognitive instruction are linked to the educational reform movement from numerous
perspectives. Speciﬁcally, the reader can better anticipate which aspects of research on thinking will conﬂict with
existing paradigms and which aspects of schooling will be most resistant to change.

Teaching for Eﬀective Learning in Higher Education
Springer Science & Business Media This book identiﬁes strategies that are consistently associated with good teaching and
presents them within a theoretical framework that explains how they promote students' active and meaningful
learning. The book promotes teachers' pedagogical knowledge and their perception of teaching as scholarly,
intellectual work, and provides extensive practical advice.

Combinatorics Through Guided Discovery
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This book is an introduction to combinatorial mathematics, also known as
combinatorics. The book focuses especially but not exclusively on the part of combinatorics that mathematicians refer
to as "counting." The book consist almost entirely of problems. Some of the problems are designed to lead you to think
about a concept, others are designed to help you ﬁgure out a concept and state a theorem about it, while still others
ask you to prove the theorem. Other problems give you a chance to use a theorem you have proved. From time to time
there is a discussion that pulls together some of the things you have learned or introduces a new idea for you to work
with. Many of the problems are designed to build up your intuition for how combinatorial mathematics works. Above
all, this book is dedicated to the principle that doing mathematics is fun. As long as you know that some of the
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problems are going to require more than one attempt before you hit on the main idea, you can relax and enjoy your
successes, knowing that as you work more and more problems and share more and more ideas, problems that seemed
intractable at ﬁrst become a source of satisfaction later on. This book is released under an open source licence and is
available in electronic form for free at http: //bogart.openmathbooks.org/.
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